A contactless conductivity detector for capillary electrophoresis: effects of the detection cell geometry on the detector performance.
The effect of the gap between the electrodes and of their width on the behavior of a capacitively wired contactless conductivity detector was studied. The results obtained have indicated that the detector response can be qualitatively described by a model based on the concept of the effective electrode width which is a complex parameter determined by the gap between the electrodes, the frequency of the input signal and the conductivity of the test solution. The detector sensitivity and the effect on the separation efficiency depend on the difference between the effective and geometric electrode widths. Higher detection sensitivities have been attained for detectors with wide electrodes operating at lower frequencies, however, better separation efficiencies have been achieved using detectors with narrow electrodes and higher operational frequencies. The noise increases with decreasing gap between the electrodes and increasing frequency, especially with detectors employing narrow electrodes.